Abstract-Robots are often required to generalize the skills learned from human demonstrations to fulfil new task requirements. However, skill generalization will be difficult to realize when facing with the following situations: the skill for a complex multistep task includes a number of features; some special constraints are imposed on the robots during the process of task reproduction; and a completely new situation quite different with the one in which demonstrations are given to the robot. This work proposes a new framework to facilitate robot skill generalization. The basic idea lies in that the learned skills are first segmented into a sequence of subskills automatically, then each individual subskill is encoded and regulated accordingly. Specifically, we adapt each set of the segmented movement trajectories individually instead of the whole movement profiles, thus, making it more convenient for the realization of skill generalization. In addition, human limb stiffness estimated from surface electromyographic signals is considered in the framework for the realization of human-to-robot variable impedance control skill transfer, as well as the generalization of both movement trajectories and stiffness profiles. Experimental study has been performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
OBOT programming by demonstration (PbD) has recently received much attention because it can enable robots to be fast programmed [1] . Through PbD robots are able to efficiently learn manipulation skills for accomplishing tasks from human guidance. Compared to conventional programming methods, PbD has many advantages listed as follows: 1) it does not particularly require a human instructor to have expert knowledge of skills; and 2) most importantly, human characteristics such as flexibility and compliance can be taken into account in PbD systems, which will to a large extent facilitate the performance of task accomplishment.
Some advanced adaptive control strategies have recently been proved effective for the improvement of the control performance [2] - [4] ; thus, it would be necessary to develop adaptive control techniques in PbD systems. One possible way is to capture the features of human limb stiffness adaptation during a specific task, and then transfer these features to a robot. For instance, a robot can perform tasks in a human-like manner by learning adaptive impedance control [5] - [8] . Particularly, transferring human arm stiffness estimated based on electromyographic (EMG) signals to a robot can achieve variable impedance control for the robot arm, which has demonstrated a better performance than without human-to-robot stiffness transfer [9] , [10] . According to [11] - [14] , force profiles in addition to positional profiles should also be regulated, especially for in-contact tasks. EMG-based variable impedance transfer is able to enable the robot to adapt the force profiles to different task situations with a natural regulation process [10] , [15] .
Generally, human demonstrations are often simply treated as trajectories (usually positional profiles and velocities) for a robot to imitate. Thus, the robot is only able to mimic the behaviours as demonstrated. From the perspective of programming efficiency, however, the robot is expected to be capable of generalizing the learned skills to new given task situations. To do so, the trajectories (or behaviours) can be encoded by several models such as dynamical movement primitives (DMP) [16] , which has been widely applied to a number of tasks such as ball-in-a-cup [17] , table tennis [18] , and grasping [19] . In most of the studies, DMP is only used as PbD method to encode movement trajectories. In [20] and [21] , DMP is also used for encoding force profiles obtained from demonstrations. In this work, we will use DMP to encode both movement trajectories and stiffness profiles to achieve variable impedance skill transfer and generalization.
For complex multistep tasks, it is quite difficult to well generalize the learned policies and adopt them to new task situations. One promising way to address this problem is to first segment the learned skill into a set of subskills. Each subskill can be then individually modeled and generalized in order to fulfil the requirements of a specific task, and it can also be easily reused in other similar task situations. However, skill segmentation by hand is faced with a large number of problems such as the lack of flexibility, low efficiency, and heavy workload. Most importantly, to divide a skill into a set of subskills is often difficult since an effective segmentation technique often requires the knowledge of the robots kinematic properties [22] .
Recently, the Beta Process Autoregressive HMM (BP-AR-HMM) has been proposed in [23] , which can automatically divide multimodel human behaviours into a sequence of features. The work [22] , [24] has introduced this algorithm in a PbD framework to sparse the demonstrated trajectories into several sequences. This model has a number of merits, as follows: 1) no priori knowledge is in advance specifically required for the selection of the number of the features. This largely facilitates the segmentation process, and makes it possible to potentially build a repository with infinite number of skills, and 2) it is able to discover the same features from multiple demonstrations. This is of great significance because it is often necessary to teach a robot several times for a specific task. In this work, we take one step forward from [24] : the estimated human stiffness profiles from demonstrations will be segmented along with the demonstrated movement trajectories.
To summarize, the main contributions of this work lie in that: 1) we develop a PbD framework with a demonstrationsegmentation-alignment-generalization process for human-torobot skills transfer. Although these aspects have been addressed individually, we integrate them into a unified framework to address these issues in a systematic approach; and 2) the segmentation of both movement trajectories and the EMG-based stiffness profiles are simultaneously taken into account in the proposed framework, thus, making it more convenient and efficient for robot to acquire and generalize human-like adaptive stiffness manipulative skills. To the best of our knowledge, it has never been reported in the literature before.
The rest of this paper is organized: the methodology will be detailed in Section II. Next, the experimental study is presented in Section III, and Section IV finally concludes this paper.
II. METHODOLOGY
This section will first provide an overview of the proposed framework. Then, a brief introduction to the basic models integrated into our framework will be presented. We will also show the modifications of the relevant algorithms to make them suitable to our framework.
A. Overview of the Framework
The proposed framework includes four phases: demonstration, segmentation, alignment, and generalization. The overview of the framework is shown in Fig. 1 . Demonstration: Conventionally, a human instructor demonstrates the skills to accomplish one specific task, during which the movement trajectories are recorded for subsequent usage. In our framework, the instructor's arm EMG signals are also extracted for the purpose to extract the stiffness features. In order to capture as many features as possible, several times of demonstrations are often performed for one task. The dual-arm control-based teleoperation method described in [10] is used for demonstration.
Segmentation: The skills represented by movement trajectories together with stiffness profiles obtained from the demonstrations are divided into sequences of subskills. In this way, a repository of features of one specific task is established.
Alignment: The demonstration profiles with different time durations often need to be temporally aligned. Additionally, we also need to align the coordinate points from different segments. To this end, the generalized time warping (GTW) algorithm [25] is utilized in this work.
Generalization: The segmented and aligned sequences of movement trajectories and stiffness profiles are then encoded by DMP. Finally, each set of the movement trajectories as well as the stiffness profiles is determined whether to be generalized or not according to the requirements of the task situations. Apparently, the robot can simply mimic the demonstrations when it is unnecessary to generalize the learned skills.
B. Skill Segmentation Using BP-AR-HMM
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a statistical method that is appropriate for time series analysis. It has been applied for encoding trajectory in robot skill acquisition. An HMM is a dual stochastic process that is characterized by a Markov chain of a sequence of hidden state variables and a corresponding sequence of observation data. Generally, a transition function is defined to describe the probability of each state at time t given the last state. Based on a set of observed data, the parameters of an HMM can be efficiently estimated by using the forwardbackward or Viterbi algorithms, and the most likely sequence of states that generated the observed data can also be determined. However, a priori knowledge is often needed to chose an implicit number of states, easily leading to the problem of over fitting or low-fitting. This drawback largely limits the utilization of the model, especially when dealing with movement segmentation of a complex task. Additionally, the conventional HMM is not well suitable to address the problem of segmenting complex behaviours according to multiple observed data because the observations are independently considered in the model and the dependency between different series of observations are neglected.
The Beta Process Autoregressive HMM (BP-AR-HMM) can address these two drawbacks with the HMM model as mentioned above. A graphical representation is shown in Fig. 2(a) . It mainly contains two parts, i.e., the BP and the AR-HMM model. Here, we briefly introduce the basic idea of the algorithm.
First, a draw B from a BP defines the global weights for the states, which can correspondingly encode a number of different behaviours, see (1) and (2) . The feature-inclusion probabilities ω k and state-specific parameters θ k = {A k , Σ k } are generated via this process [23] 
Then, a Bernoulli Process (BeP) parameterized by B is performed to generate an X i for each time series i, as shown in (3) . Each X i is utilized to generate a binary vector
indicating which of the global features are shared in the ith time series. For instance, if the kth element in the vector f i is 1, i.e., f ik = 1, then the ith time series includes the jth feature. Therefore, this enables the possibility of sharing of global features amongst multiple time series, meanwhile, it allows variability for each time series. The graphical representation of the feature selection mechanism is shown in Fig. 2(b) .
Third, the transition distributions π
j is constructed via a Dirichlet distribution with the hyper-parameters γ and κ, given the feature-indicating vector f i for each time series. Thus, the ith time series can select features from a global library with the feature-constrained transition distributions π
Fourth, at each time step t the state z
is generated based on the last time step, as shown in (6) .
Finally, the observations y
t can be obtained using (7), which shows a Vector Autoregression Model (VAR). It demonstrates that given the VAR order r, the observation is calculated as the sum of linear transformations of the previous r observations of the model, plus a state-specific noise [23] .
The BP-AR-HMM model is able to provide reliable inference with only a few open parameters. A BP prior is used to determine the total number of the potential features representing a complex task in a fully Bayesian way, without the need of manual intervention as mentioned above. More importantly, it is able to recognize global features among multiple demonstrations, as well as to leave room for variability of each individual time series.
In this work, we will use the model to segment not only the movement trajectories obtained during multiple demonstrations but also the estimated human arm stiffness profiles based on EMG signals which are obtained from the human instructor. To do so, we encapsulate the movement information x and the stiffness information p into the observations: y
t } such that they can be segmented in parallel.
C. Demonstration Profiles Alignment Using the Generalized Time Warping Algorithm
The dynamical time warping (DTW) algorithm [26] has been widely used for the alignment of time series data. Considering
of size P and Q, respectively, DTW is the technique to obtain optimal correspondences between U and V such that a given sum-of-square cost error is minimized
where R x and R y are binary replication matrices. This process can be seen as finding an alignment between the reference sequence U and the observed subsequence V .
In the context of robot learning skills from demonstrations, the obtained profiles are often multidimensional time series with a large number of data points, in which case DTW might be restrictive due to the quadratic both time and space computational complexity. Additionally, extending DTW for the alignment of multiple demonstration sequences is usually difficult due to the combinatorial explosion of possible warping paths.
To realize multimodal alignment of human motion, the work [25] proposed the GTW algorithm which can address the issues above. Compared to the DTW, GTW has following three advantages.
(1) It uses a Gauss-Newton algorithm with linear complexity in the length of the sequence to optimize the time warping function. (2) It considers the differences in dimensionality using multiset canonical correlation analysis (mCCA). 
where W i and V i are the nonlinear temporal transformation and the low-dimensional spatial embedding, respectively. ϕ(·) and φ(·) are regularization functions. Equation (9) suggests that for each U i , GTW finds a W i and a V i such that the sequence V T i U i W i is well aligned with the others in the least-squares sense. To optimize the cost function is a nonconvex optimization problem with respect to the alignment (i.e., W i ) and projection matrices (i.e., V i ), which are solved by Gauss-Newton algorithm and mCCA, respectively [25] .
D. Skill Representation and Generalization Using DMP 1) DMP Model:
Typically, a point-to-point movement DMP for a one-dimensional system is represented by three differential equations [16] 
Here, we ignore the time variable, i.e., we denote x t as x. Equation (10) represents a transform system that consists of a linear dynamical system acting like a spring-damping system perturbed by a nonlinear forcing function, i.e., f (s; w). K and D are constant stiffness coefficient and constant damping coefficient, respectively. And, D is usually set to be D = 1/4K such that the linear dynamical system is critically damped. x g and x 0 are the goal and initial point of a trajectory, respectively. τ is a scaling factor that shared by all these equations. x and v denote the position and velocity of the trajectory, respectively, and they are related as shown in (11). Finally, s is the phase variable of the transform system, and it is represented by another differential equation, see (12) , and the α 1 is a predefined positive constant.
The nonlinear forcing function f (s; w) takes the following representation:
where g is a time-parameterized kernel vector, and w is policy parameter vector, which affects the shape of the learned trajectory. The element of the kernel vector is defined as
with a normalized basis function ϕ n (s), which is usually defined as a radial basis function kernel
where c n and h n are the centres and widths of these kernel functions, respectively. Generally, c n are equispaced in time during of the whole trajectory, and h n are selected based on experience.
The policy parameter w can be efficiently learned using supervise learning algorithms such as weighted linear regression. To put it simply, we need to find a proper parameter vector by minimizing the following error [16] :
which can be computed based on a demonstrated trajectory x t ,ẋ t ,ẍ t , with t = 1, · · · , T and x g = x(T ).
2) Extended DMP for Encoding Stiffness:
In order to simultaneously encode both movement trajectories and stiffness profiles obtained from demonstrations, inspired by [16] - [18] , we have extended a DMP framework as below [27] ⎧ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎩ṡ
where (18) is the Canonical system formally represented by (12) . Equations (19) and (20) are two transform systems that one is used for movement trajectories (x) and another for stiffness profiles (p). These two transform systems share the identical form as shown in (10) but with different parameters ω and γ. They are driven by the same phase variable s such that the phase synchronization can be strictly guaranteed. The estimation of stiffness parameters γ is very similar to the estimation of ω as described in (13)- (17).
E. Mapping of Human Arm Endpoint Stiffness to Robot Impedance Controller
To capture the variable features of the human arm muscles during the task execution, the instructor's arm EMG signals are monitored in a real-time manner. The human arm stiffness is then estimated based on the EMG signals. Finally, the stiffness is mapped to the robot joint impedance controller. The graphical of this mapping is shown in Fig. 3 .
An EMG armband is used for the collection of the raw EMG signals. Then, the EMG signals are processed with the moving average technique and a low-pass filter [10] . There is an inertial measurement unit in the armband. Therefore, by using two armbands the human arm joint angles can be determined: one is worn on the upper arm close to the shoulder joint and the other on the forearm close to the elbow joint, respectively [28] .
The human arm triangle model is utilized to describe the arm configuration in this work, based on which the human arm Jacobian is calculated [29] . Subsequently, combining the human arm Jacobian and processed EMG signals the parameters of the human arm joint-to-endpoint stiffness model is estimated offline as introduced in [9] . Then, the human arm endpoint stiffness is mapped to the robot arm impedance controller (see [10] ) online during the demonstration phase, in which only one armband is used to collect EMG signals. In this way, the human arm variable stiffness is transferred to the robot, and the robot arm impedance is regulated to overcome external uncertainties in a specific task.
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
A. Experimental Setup
The humanoid dual-arm Baxter Research Robot (Baxter R) developed by Rethink Robotics is used in our experimental study. Each arm of the robot has seven DoFs (degrees of freedom), i.e., two shoulder joints (S0 and S1), two elbow joints (E0 and E1), and three wrist joints (W0, W1, and W2). Joint stiffness and damping can be modified under torque control mode, which is simplified as PD impedance control law. The commercial EMG armband named MYO is used to collect raw EMG signals for monitoring the human instructor's muscle activities and stiffness estimation. The water-lifting task has been performed in this work. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4 . During demonstration, the master arm of the robot is directly collected to one of the human instructor's arms through a physical coupling interface. The instructor demonstrates the water-pouring skill and the robot slave arm follows the motion of the master arm because of the virtual spring-damping system attached between these two arms, see [10] for details.
The MYO worn on the instructor's upper arm is used for collecting the EMG signals in a real-time manner. The EMG signals are sent to a computer using bluetooth transmission and then processed for the estimation of human arm endpoint stiffness.
Subsequently, the estimated stiffness profile is properly mapped into the robot arm impedance controller using UDP protocol, to generate robot motion control commands. Meanwhile, the robot arm state and stiffness are recorded with a sample rate of 100 Hz.
B. Setting
A BP-AR-HMM MATLAB implementation was first made available by E. Fox to segment sets of motion features collected from multiple demonstrations. Then, Niekum modified it to make it more suitable for the segmentation of movement trajectories in PbD. During the segmentation process, only the demonstrated movement trajectories and stiffness profiles in joint space are given without any other knowledge about the task. In accordance with [23] , the obtained demonstration profiles are preprocessed such that the variance of the first differences in each dimension is 1, and the average value is 0. There are total 8 dimensions: 7-DoFs movement trajectories and 1-DoFs stiffness profile. Here, the variability of the stiffness is represented by a stiffness indicator, see [10] . All the demonstrated profiles are also subsampled down to 20 Hz and smoothed as suggested in [22] .
We choose the autoregressive order of 1 in AR-HMM model, and adopt the other parameters the same with the parameters chosen by Emily Fox. Considering the principled statistical technique of the BP-AR-HMM model, the Metropolis-Hastings and Gibbs sampler is run 10 times for 1200 iterations each to segment the demonstration profiles, producing 10 segmentations. We chose the one which has the highest log likelihood of the feature settings among the 10 runs and chose the segments as the movement primitives for the follow-up treatment.
C. Results and Analyses
In the demonstration phase, the human instructor demonstrates the water-lifting task six times. Unlike [22] , [30] , in this work the start point and the goal are both fixed in all demonstrations such that the movement trajectories are not largely different in shape, this is because we are only interesting in considering the stiffness variability. To this end, the robot is taught to perform the task under following two conditions: 1) to lift half bottle of water four times, and 2) to lift one third bottle of water twice. It is understandable that the six demonstrations have different lengths in time space. Additionally, the stiffness profiles are not exactly the same with each other in shape even under the same task condition due to the uncertainty of the human instructor's muscle activation.
The result of the segmentation is shown in Fig. 5 . The top row shows segmenting the demonstration profiles into subskills marked with different coloured bars, and the bottom row shows the corresponding divisions overlaid on a subplot of each of the 8-DoFs demonstration profiles. The first, third, fifth, and sixth subplots correspond to the first task condition, while the second and the fourth subplots correspond to the second task condition. It can be seen that the BP-AR-HMM can successfully segment the water-lifting skill into four sequences basically corresponding to the multiple steps of the task: reach the bottle; pick up the handle of the bottle; get close to the obstacle; and lift the bottle to pass over the obstacle and place it to the goal. The first and third phases are considered as the same subskill (coloured with lightgreen). This is mainly because these two steps of the task have similar characteristics, only differing in reaching to different objectives. The BP-AR-HMM is able to consistently recognize the repeated subskills across the multiple demonstrations, even though they occur at different positions and with different stiffness. The segments are formally identical with minor defects in the first and the fourth demonstrations that might be caused by the sudden changes of movement trajectories. These minor defects can be directly neglected since they do not affect much the performance of the segmentations. Fig. 6 shows the result of the alignment of the demonstration profiles. The GTW can align each dimensional profiles all at once, thus, resulting in a high alignment efficiency. The gray lines and the red lines denote the aligned profiles and the generated profiles, respectively. The aligned profiles are averaged and then modelled with the DMP model. One may also utilize some statistical approaches to encode the multiple profiles (see, e.g., [31] ). It is seen that all the demonstration profiles, the 7-DoFs movement trajectories and the 1-DoF stiffness are well aligned in time space. The visual inspection of the lines in Fig. 6 suggests that the generated ones can capture the features in each dimension across the six demonstrations. Additionally, GTW is also able to align all lengths of the profiles to a particular value, which can facilitate task plan.
Subsequently, we examine the task generalization to the following task situations: i) to lift a bottle full of water to pass over the obstacle and place it to the goal; and ii) to keep low stiffness control as demonstrated when high stiffness is undesired, namely, the robot is required to be under low-gain control during the first two steps. In this case, it is usually unlikely to accomplish the task meeting these two requirements simultaneously, while it can be handed with the proposed framework.
Once the segments of the stiffness profile are obtained, each sequence can be efficiently adapted using DMP model. To deal with the new task situation, the third and the fourth segments of the stiffness are planned by generalizing the goal of the third sequence, i.e., the initial point of the fourth sequence to a certain value. Fig. 7(a) shows three generalized stiffness profiles (red lines) based on the reference one (dark line), namely, the generated profile from the last phase. Then, through experience we select the stiffness profile with a proper goal for the task described above. The position profiles shown in Fig. 6 and their first derivative profiles (velocities) are utilized as the reference profiles in the variable impedance controller.
The new task is performed successfully with the generalized stiffness profile. The collected force profiles of the robot endpoint in z-axis are shown in Fig. 7(b) . The gray lines denote the force profiles measured from the six demonstrations, and the blue line represents one typical force profile obtained form the generalization phase. For the better visualization, all the force lines are aligned in the time coordinate. The force profiles and the stiffness profiles have a very similar shape, it means the human-to-robot stiffness transfer has been achieved successfully. More importantly, the force during the generalization phase shows the behaviour as expected: keeping low in the first and the second steps and then increasing when the robot lifts the bottle full of water, which can demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a novel PbD framework for the robot learning and generalizing human-like variable impedance skills that integrates several models for encoding, segmenting, aligning, and generalizing the positional trajectories as well as the EMG-based stiffness profile. By integrating BP-AR-HMM, GTW, and DMP into the framework, it allows the potential of our framework to learn a large library of skills including an infinite number of both movement primitives and stiffness primitives, and it also enables to efficiently regulate each individual segment of the demonstrated profiles that can greatly facilitate the generalization of the learned skills. Additionally, by considering the EMG-based stiffness estimation of the instructor, our framework allows robots to learn variable impedance skills from humans and to generalize the human-like skills to adapt to novel task situations. The experimental study shows that our method is able to learn and generalize a multistep task on the Baxter robot manipulator. Our framework can be applied to other robotic platforms thanks to the model-free models.
This work makes a preliminary investigation toward the highly effective PbD system, leaving a large number of directions open for the future work as follows: 1) a more effective and efficient stiffness estimator will be essential for robots to learn highly human-like features from humans; and 2) some reinforcement learning techniques can be integrated into the framework for the improvement of the DMP policy. In addition, the policy improvement can be effectively achieved by deriving a proper reward/cost function only for the key subskills instead of the whole trajectories.
